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that the P-globin enhancers might be useful in future experiments to target the expression of heterologous genes of
interest to erythroid cells.
Tissue-specific expression of the SV40 early region under the
control of j8-globin enhancers. The P-globin DNA fragment
we chose to test was a 2.8-kilobase BamHI-XbaI fragment
including the second intron, the third exon, and 1.5 kilobases
of 3'-flanking DNA. This DNA fragment contains both of the
previously characterized enhancers and can activate the
otherwise silent -y-globin gene (3, 13) in fetal and adult
erythroid cells (2; unpublished data). The BamHI-XbaI
fragment was joined to a DNA fragment from the simian
virus 40 (SV40) early region, which contained the early
promoter but lacked a complete copy of the SV40 enhancer
and was therefore expected to be transcriptionally inactive
in the absence of an added enhancer. In addition, the SV40
DNA contained a deletion in the sequence encoding large T
antigen which eliminated the transforming effect of large T
antigen (7). The P-globin-SV40 construct (,3'tSV40) and a
control SV40 construct lacking P-globin sequences (tSV40)
are shown in Fig. 1.
In the first experiment, DNAs were microinjected into
(CBA/J x C57BL/6J)F1 mouse zygotes (11), and the developing fetuses were analyzed on day 16 of gestation. Transgenic fetuses were identified by Southern analysis (not
shown), total RNA was isolated from several tissues, and
SV40 transcripts were detected by RNase protection analysis (Fig. 1). In six transgenic fetuses carrying the control
construct tSV40, no expression was observed in any tissue
examined as expected (Fig. 2 and data not shown). In
contrast, two fetuses (B8 and B26) carrying the P3'tSV40
transgene contained SV40 RNA in the liver, the major
erythropoietic tissue at this stage of development, but not in
the four nonerythroid tissues examined. The levels of
expression of this hybrid gene could not be compared with
levels of expression of the normal ,-globin gene because the
relative stabilities of P-globin and SV40 mRNAs in mouse
tissues are not known. The other five transgenic fetuses
contained no detectable SV40 transcripts (Fig. 2 and data not
shown).
To test whether the 3-globin DNA fragment also acts as an
enhancer in adult erythroid cells, we generated a second
series of transgenic mice carrying P3'tSV40. Seven founder
transgenic mice were obtained, and four of these produced
transgenic offspring. Animals in two of the four lines (lines

The human adult ,B-globin gene is subject to both tissuespecific and developmental regulation. When transferred
with limited amounts of flanking DNA into the genomes of
transgenic mice (4, 9, 15, 19) or cultured erythroid cells (5, 6,
23, 24), the P-globin gene displays an appropriate tissuespecific and developmental-stage-specific pattern of expression. Thus, cis-acting sequences sufficient to dictate a qualitatively normal pattern of expression have been shown to
reside close to or within the gene. Recent studies have
shown that these elements include two enhancers, one in the
3'-flanking region and one within the gene, as well as
regulatory elements in the promoter region (1, 2, 12, 20, 21).
In addition, more distant DNA sequences upstream from the
P-globin gene cluster have been shown to play an important
role in the quantitative transcriptional regulation of the
P-globin gene and presumably of other members of the gene
family (10, 17, 18, 22).
The sequences most clearly shown to play a role in
developmental regulation are the intragenic and 3' enhancers, which were initially defined through studies employing
transgenic mice (2, 12, 20, 21). Sequences with enhancer
activity included a region approximately 600 to 900 base
pairs 3' to the poly(A) site and a region which includes parts
of the second intron and third exon. Both of these enhancers
have also been shown to be involved in the induction of
3-globin gene transcription during the in vitro differentiation
of murine erythroleukemia cells (1).
In this study, we examined the ability of the P-globin
enhancers to direct the tissue-specific and stage-specific
transcription from a heterologous, i.e., nonglobin, promoter
in transgenic mice. These experiments addressed several
questions left unresolved by previous studies. First, we
wanted to definitively test whether the 3-globin enhancers
are erythroid cell-specific in their activity. Second, we
wanted to determine whether the 3-globin enhancers determine the stage-specificity of the 3-globin gene, i.e., whether
they are active solely in fetal and adult and not embryonic
erythroid cells. Finally, we were interested in the possibility
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To examine the role of human 0-globin enhancers in tissue-specific and developmental regulation, a hybrid
(-globin-simian virus 40 gene was analyzed in transgenic mice. A 0-globin DNA fragment containing two
previously defined enhancers stimulated transcription from the simian virus 40 promoter in a tissue- and
stage-specific pattern similar to that of the normal ,l-globin gene. These results help to define the functions of
0-globin regulatory elements and suggest an approach for targeted expression of heterologous genes in
erythroid cells in vivo.
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20 and 30) produced SV40 transcripts in peripheral blood and
bone marrow (data not shown). To examine the tissue
specificity of expression, an additional mouse in each line
was treated with phenylhydrazine to induce anemia and
consequent erythropoiesis in the spleen (8), and total RNA
was isolated from the spleen and four nonerythroid tissues.
The transgene was found to be expressed predominantly in
the spleen in transgenic lines 20 and 30 (Fig. 3).
The (3-globin 3' fragment acts as a developmental stagespecific enhancer. To examine the role of 1-globin internal
and 3' elements in stage-specific expression, we compared
the expression of the ,B3'tSV40 transgene in erythroid tissues
at different stages of development. We examined RNA from
day 11.5 embryonic blood cells, day 16 fetal livers, and adult
anemic spleens. SV40 early RNA was detected in the fetal
livers and the adult spleens but not in embryonic blood from
transgenic line 20 or 30 (Fig. 4). The integrity of the
embryonic blood cell RNA was demonstrated by hybridization with a probe specific for the endogenous embryonic 1hl
globin gene (Fig. 4, bottom). Thus, the ,B3'tSV40 construct,
like the endogenous murine ,B-globin genes, is specifically
active in fetal and adult but not embryonic erythroid cells.
Discussion. These experiments demonstrate that the human adult 1-globin gene contains a tissue-specific and developmental stage-specific enhancer that can function in association with the heterologous SV40 early promoter. While
previous studies have identified two distinct enhancers
within the BamHI-XbaI fragment (1, 2, 12, 20, 21), it has not
been established to what extent either of these enhancers is
responsible for the erythroid-tissue-specific expression of
the 1-globin gene. Although it was shown that constructs
containing one or both of the 1-globin enhancers joined to
the -y-globin gene were expressed specifically in erythroid
tissues of transgenic mice, this could have been due in part
to regulatory elements contributed by the -y-globin gene. A
limited degree of tissue specificity has been demonstrated for
a construct containing the ,B-globin 3' enhancer fused to the
H2-Kbml gene (1, 12). In the present study, we examined a
wider variety of tissues in both fetal and adult mice carrying
a 1-globin-SV40 fusion gene and have observed a consider-
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FIG. 2. Tissue-specific expression of construct ,B3'tSV40 in a
transgenic fetus. RNA was isolated (21) from liver (L), brain (B),
kidney (K), heart (H), and skin (S) of 16-day transgenic fetuses and
hybridized with a 32P-labeled RNA probe (SV40 probe, Fig. 1), and
the products were digested with RNase and analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography (16). Bil and B26
are transgenic fetuses carrying the P3'tSV40 construct, whereas S40
is a transgenic fetus carrying the tSV40 control construct. The bands
in lane L of fetus B26 approximately 150 nucleotides long, represent
transcripts initiated at the SV40 early cap site, while the faint bands
at approximately 200 and 300 nucleotides in all the lanes are artifacts
of the RNase protection assay. Either 10 ,ug (liver, brain, and skin)
or 2 jig (kidney and heart) of total RNA was used for each reaction.
Although the sensitivity of the assay was therefore lower for kidney
and heart RNAs, no specific protected fragments were seen even
after very long exposure of the autoradiogram. All RNA samples
were undegraded as judged by their electrophoretic profiles on
formaldehyde agarose gels. Nucleotide numbers are shown on the
left.

able degree of erythroid-tissue specificity. Our data indicate
that sequences within the BamHI-XbaI fragment presumably (but not necessarily) corresponding to one or both of the
previously identified enhancers are important elements for
the tissue-specific expression of the 1-globin gene. Our
findings also argue against the possibility that promoter or
upstream regulatory elements of the ,B-globin gene are necessary for erythroid-cell-specific expression, consistent with
previous studies (19, 21).
One potential application of these results may be the
ability to target the expression of various heterologous genes
to the erythroid cells of transgenic mice. While our results
indicate that ,B-globin enhancers can confer tissue specificity
to heterologous genes, they do not establish the levels of
expression that may be achieved. This is likely to depend on
the promoter as well as other factors such as the stability or
translational efficiency of different mRNAs in erythroid
cells. It is likely that the addition of dominant control region
sequences (18, 22) located upstream from the ,B-globin gene
cluster could augment the level and the uniformity of expression of such constructs, as dominant control region sequences do when added to the 13-globin gene itself (10, 18,
22). However, it has not yet been determined whether the
dominant control region alone can target the expression of
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FIG. 1. P-Globin-SV40 fusion gene and probe for RNase protection analysis. A BamHI-XbaI fragment of the human ,-globin gene
and a SphI-BamHI fragment of SV40 DNA (tSV40) were joined as
indicated to generate the fusion gene (33'tSV40). Solid boxes
indicate 1-globin exons; arrows indicate the transcription initiation
sites of the 13-globin gene and the SV40 early region. The tSV40
fragment contains a deletion of sequences between two HpaI sites
(positions 2666 and 3733) and lacks a complete copy of the 72base-pair (bp) repeat. The ,B3'tSV40 fragment for microinjection was
excised from plasmid sequences by digestion with BamHI, whereas
the tSV40 control fragment was excised with SphI and BamHI. The
KpnI-SspI fragment was subcloned into the plasmid pSP64 (16) and
used to synthesize an RNA probe (SV40 probe) for RNase protection analysis.
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FIG. 3. Tissue-specific expression of construct p3'tSV40 in adult
mice of transgenic lines 20 and 30. Transgenic offspring in lines 20
and 30 were treated with phenylhydrazine to induce splenic erythropoiesis (8, 14), and RNA was isolated from the spleen (S), liver
(L), heart (H), brain (B), and kidney (K) and analyzed as described
in the legends to Fig. 1 and 2. m, Molecular weight markers (pBR322
DNA digested with HpaII). Twenty micrograms of total RNA from
each tissue was used for analysis. The bands approximately 150
nucleotides long represent transcripts initiated at the SV40 promoter. All RNA samples were undegraded as judged by their
electrophoretic profiles on formaldehyde agarose gels. Nucleotide
numbers are shown on the right.

nonglobin genes in an erythroid-tissue-specific pattern in
transgenic mice.
Previous experiments have not established whether the
P-globin enhancers are active in erythroid cells at a specific
stage or at all stages of development. Although intact ,Bglobin transgenes are not expressed at the embryonic stage
(9, 15, 19), this could be due either to failure of the enhancers
to stimulate transcription in the embryonic blood cells or to
negative regulation mediated by some other element, e.g., a
promoter or upstream element. In the present study, we
have shown that transcription of the SV40 early promoter is
activated by the P-globin enhancers only in fetal and adult
and not embryonic erythroid cells. This supports the idea
that one or both of the ,-globin enhancers are responsible for
the developmental-stage specificity as well as the tissue
specificity of the 3-globin gene. Surprisingly, we have recently found that under some circumstances the 3-globin
3'-flanking enhancer appears to function in embryonic erythroid cells. The human 3-globin promoter can be activated in
mouse embryonic erythroid cells when placed adjacent to
upstream elements from the G^y-globin gene; when the ,B-

FIG. 4. Developmental stage-specific expression of construct
p3'tSV40 in transgenic lines 20 and 30. Total RNA was isolated from
blood cells of transgenic embryos on day 11.5 of gestation (E), livers
of transgenic fetuses on day 16 of gestation (F), and adult transgenic
mouse spleens after treatment with phenylhydrazine (A) (8, 14). y,
Yeast RNA. (Top) Ten micrograms of each kind of RNA was
analyzed by an RNase protection assay with the SV40 probe.
Approximately one-third of sample 30A was lost while loading the
gel. The faint band at 150 nucleotides seen in the embryonic RNA
samples is also seen in the yeast RNA sample and is therefore a
background band. (Bottom) Analysis of the same RNAs (10 p.g of
each) with an RNA probe specific for the mouse endogenous Phl
embryonic globin mRNA (3). The 195-nucleotide fragment protected
by ,hl mRNA is shown. Nucleotide numbers are shown on the left.

globin 3'-flanking enhancer

was

deleted from such

a con-

struct but the internal enhancer was retained, a substantial

reduction in the average level of expression was observed
(C. Perez-Stable and F. Costantini, manuscript in preparation). This suggests that the ,-globin 3'-flanking enhancer is
indeed capable of stimulating expression in embryonic blood
cells when combined with -y-globin upstream sequences.
Together with our present results, this raises the possibility
that the intragenic enhancer (or some element other than the
3' enhancer) may determine specificity for fetal- and adultstage erythroid cells.
This work was supported by Public Health Service grants HD17704 and HL-28381 to F.C. from the National Institutes of Health,
grant 1-1016 from the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation,
and a grant from the Pew Scholars Program in the Biomedical
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